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A few Splicers will shoot you at this point. The first few are just bee guards, a rank 5 guard is shooting volleys of bees at you from a high elevation, and a rank 3 or 4 is shooting volleys of bees at you, so you can see them coming. Once you get past the hive there is a bunch of vent fans in a mess, this might make
things difficult if you are using a silenced weapon. Once past the fans and all of the bees, follow the structure until it branches off. There's a rank 3 in the next room on the ledge above you - drop in and finish him off. A rank 4 and an elite are hiding in a small closed off wing, just jump down, sneak past them, and

take them out. There is a rank 5 to the left of them, however. You can either go right or left from the spot you drop down, and depending on which route you take, you have different cover options. Going right might be best in that you can climb up to the right side of the structure, thereby allowing you to keep your
shield up, and still see the whole room, whereas going left might be better in that you can climb down to the ledge, hiding in the shadows below. Always go for the shadows. No sense in wasting time. A rank 6 is in the room above the rank 5's position, but it seems he can only shoot from the right side of the

structure. Jump up and jump down and take him out. A pair of elite guards are hiding in the building just above the tip of the structure, they can be taken out with a single blast from the Revenant pistol, using the rail cover will help with stealth. Its also worth noting that if you take the spikes down from the wall, you
can climb up past the rank 4/5, and the rank 6, and avoid the guards.
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the numbers above the images represent the shadow’s importance for hit. 1 – very important. 2 –
important. 3 – slight. 4 – unimportant. 5 – very unimportant. the numbers are relative to each other.

number 1 is the most important. the order of the shadows in the same row are not important.
lightbeam uses a simple raytrace algorithm to do shadows and occlusion calculations. it also supports

both mandelbrot style masks as well as shapes like line overlays, text and bounds boxes. the
implementation is based on the solar system engine, which itself is based on the smengine, the

shadowmaze and the shadowengine. after configuring your shader you have to specify a render target,
a color, and a camera position. lightbeam can process as many draw calls as you want (up to a

maximum of ~3500 draw calls) as long as they fit in the gpu's memory. if you want to limit the drawing
rate you can change the lightbeam.maxdrawncalls in the config.lua lightbeam dictionary. shadow size,

shadow method and occlusion are configurable. shadow size can be "shrunk" (always use its own
shadowing), "full", "squeaky" or "decal". "shrunk" is the default. the shadow and occlusion methods are
"shadowmaze", "depth", "decal", and "none". see the shader.luxon shader object documentation for a
detailed explanation on how this works. you can also set the light beam's shadow and depth mask to

"null", "quad" or "squar". if the depth mode is "squar", then the depth mask is the pixel's (quad) center,
otherwise it is the upper-left corner of the pixel. note that the shadow size and position (or depth

method) are actually applied to the lightbeam's own light source, which is obviously wrong. the shadow
size only represents how much shadow the beam gets applied to, and it should be added to the shadow

radius. it shouldn't actually "snap" to the light source's position. 5ec8ef588b
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